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1. Is that text worth a life?! According to the DMV, at least 

9 people are killed every day because of a distracted 
driver. It can wait! Put your phone in the backseat the 
next time you get behind the wheel of a car.  
http://bit.ly/DMVDistractedDriving 
#KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 #USAgCenters 
@AmericanFarmBureau 

2. If you are driving 55 mph and come upon a tractor that 
is moving 25 mph, it only takes 5 seconds to close a gap 
the length of a football field between you and the 
tractor. Slow down! Speed limits are set for a reason-to 
keep you and those around you safe. 
http://bit.ly/NASDRoadway #KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 
#USAgCenters @AmericanFarmBureau 

3. Make sure to arrange a sober ride home if you plan on 
going out to celebrate this weekend. According to 
NHTSA, 1/3 of all traffic crash fatalities in the U.S. 
involve drinking and driving. Know your limits! 
http://bit.ly/NHTSADriving #KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 
#USAgCenters @AmericanFarmBureau 

4. Equip your farm equipment with all of the necessary 
slow-moving vehicle signs, test your flashers, install 
mirrors and apply reflective tape to your machinery to 
ensure motorists can see you on the road. 
http://bit.ly/ORFBDriving #KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 
#USAgCenters @AmericanFarmBureau 

5. Farm equipment can make wide turns, edge into other 
lanes of traffic and can be carrying heavy loads of grain 
or other machinery. @FarmBureauFinancialServices 
reminds motorists to be on the lookout for turn signals, 
hand signals and flashing lights during planting and 
harvesting seasons. http://bit.ly/FBFinancialDriving 
#KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 #USAgCenters 
@AmericanFarmBureau 

6. Children are precious cargo when driving around town to 
run errands. Refresh yourself on the proper car seat or 
booster seats for your children before you hop in the car 
next. http://bit.ly/NHTSChildCarSeat #KeepFarmsSafe 
#ASAP19 #USAgCenters @AmericanFarmBureau 

1. Is that text worth a life?! According to the DMV, at least 9 
people are killed every day because of a distracted driver. 
It can wait! Put your phone in the backseat the next time 
you get behind the wheel of a car.  
http://bit.ly/DMVDistractedDriving #KeepFarmsSafe 
#ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 

2. If you are driving 55 mph and come upon a tractor that is 
moving 25 mph, it only takes 5 seconds to close a gap the 
length of a football field between you and the tractor. 
Slow down! Speed limits are set for a reason-to keep you 
and those around you safe. http://bit.ly/NASDRoadway 
#KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 

3. Make sure to arrange a sober ride home if you plan on 
going out to celebrate this weekend. According to 
NHTSA, 1/3 of al 

4. Traffic crash fatalities in the U.S. involve drinking and 
driving. Know your limits! http://bit.ly/NHTSADriving 
#KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 

5. Equip your farm equipment with all of the necessary 
slow-moving vehicle signs, test your flashers, install 
mirrors and apply reflective tape to your machinery to 
ensure motorists can see you on the road this planting 
season. http://bit.ly/ORFBDriving #KeepFarmsSafe 
#ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 

6. Farm equipment can make wide turns, edge into other 
lanes of traffic and can be carrying heavy loads of grain or 
other machinery. @FarmBureauFinancialServices 
reminds motorists to be on the lookout for turn signals, 
hand signals and flashing lights during planting and 
harvesting seasons. http://bit.ly/FBFinancialDriving 
#KeepFarmsSafe #ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 

7. Children are precious cargo when driving around town to 
run errands. Refresh yourself on the proper car seat or 
booster seats for your children before you hop in the car 
next. http://bit.ly/NHTSChildCarSeat #KeepFarmsSafe 
#ASAP19 #USAgCenters @FarmBureau 
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